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>>> To all the people in our webinar if you want to introduce yourselves in our chat box, I will start sharing some links.  So if you would like to see the power points, in advance of the presentation, you may get that here.  I'm got put that in the chat box.  And if anyone is interested in the captioning, we do live captioning.  I'm not sure our captioner is here yet but you can use this link that I'm going to put in the chat box.  You can use this link.
Hello, Amanda and Jacqueline.  Thank you for being here.
>> Good afternoon.  I'm going to try to turn off all my sounds so we don't get those things.  .
>> Okay.  All right.  12:58.  I've been putting some links in the box here.  Let's make sure our captioner is here.  I don't know that I see her.  Hello Chauncy.  Thanks for being here. 
>> I'll and moderating the technology and moderating the conversation can questions so if you need anything just reach out by the chat box and Qa.  So we are a national organization dedicated to helping expand and improve higher education for people with intellectual dibs, we produce a lot of resources and promotes secondary opportunities whenever possible.  Today's webinar, which you may not be able to see the title, is called creating inclusive campus coming ups begins in the classroom.  Our presenters today . . .  Nicky Rorback.  We're grateful for them being here.  I already told you that I'm here to help so if anybody needs anything let me know.  We are recording today.
I just said that and now I will remember to hit record.  So glad I just said that.  Record.  Now it's recording.  So we're recording the webinar and it will be available after today.  Later today.  We're supposed to have a captioner.  I'm not sure that they are here.  We're supposed to be capping.  If anybody needs that support let me know and I will see what I can do.  Additionally the PowerPoint is available on our website.
and I will share that link again.  Oh brother.  Sorry.  Sorry!  There shall okay, if you need the link to the PowerPoint let me know.  I'm going to let our presenters get started.
and let's get started.  I feel like that's the best way to go.  So I'm turning it over to you all.
>> Good afternoon everyone.  Thank you for joining us today.  Excuse me.   
 
>> We're going to jump in.  We only have an hour and we have much to discuss.  So our learning objectives for today will be to have a brief discussion about what is inclusion, then we will learn about opportunities for students to build meaningful relationships on a college campus and how that happens.  We'll discuss the role of faculty in fostering ownership collusion, and we'll share some strategies for faculties to enhance inclusion in their classrooms and how we go about monitoring progress.  If you have any questions we've decided to take questions as they come up throughout the presentation so that we make sure we address those while you are still all online.  So we are going to get started.
 
>> So little bit about Millersville so you know where we are coming from.  Integrative studies is is a fully inclusive two year or four year college experience.  The students come to us as part of a nondegree program but they are all somewhere within the 18 to 26 year range.  They have some sort of intellectual or developmental disability and they decided they need the college experience and they felt that would be helpful to them.  We focus on four core areas, the academics, personal well‑being, internships, career opportunities and social membership and building connections and networks.  And our university has a certificate that the students receive at the end that looks like a diploma, and the main difference is our students in integrates studies receive support from educational support coaches throughout their time here. 
>> So the next thing we'd like you to do is we're going to discuss a little bit about what inclusion is and we thought it would be helpful to get your idea on what your lens of inclusion is.  So in three words or less we'd like you to put in the chat box your definition of inclusion.
so we'll give you a couple of seconds to do that now.  So in three words or less, your definition of inclusion.
>> So if everyone can just use the chat box feature for zoom.  And type in your answer, that would be great.  So the answers we're getting are acceptance of all students, part of the group.  Opportunity to belong, inclusion for all.  Acceptance for all.  Same opportunities.  Options.  Asked to dance.  I like that.  Meaningful participation and equity.  Belonging, acceptance, wholeness.
>> I like that wholeness.
>> I do too.  Anyone else want to chime in?  A sense of belonging.  Allowing involvement.  Okay, we have about ten more seconds to get yourage in there.  Valued member, limiting but improving.  Anyone else?  Shall I advance to the next slide.
>> That would be awesome.  So one of the reasons that we had Rebecca poll all of you is because the answers and the variety of answers really reflects that the word ownership collusion has become somewhat of a buzz word and we all have different impressions of what that really likes.  But it's very important to understand that there isn't a lot of agreement on what that word means or how to go about creating that.  For initiatives such as ours one of the things that you have to be aware of sat context of your campus community, what is the climate of your campus community.  So today as we're talking we're going to talk about things from the context of Millersville University and how we as a university view inclusion, and we added inclusion to our values which guides our campus in how they want to be as a campus university community.  One of the things that I want to notes is inclusion and inclusion and diversity are not happen in hand.  Just because you have a diverse can you say does not mean that every member of that campus community feels included and welcome into the community.  And the equity piece is a very important part of its because we can be in the room and someone can be part of a campus by but if you're not there, your voice isn't heard and you don't have access to all the opportunities that everyone else has then you're not really included and part of the community.
>> Well, a lot of the issues that you raise Jenna, I might have to come in quickly to [indiscernible].  One of the things of importance to me is and to us, meaning Millersville, is that we want to make sure that all of our students first and foremost have a chance ‑‑ [indiscernible].  That we respect each other, integrity depends on whatever or whoever each and every one of us are, we are quite aware that we are unique, we are quite aware that our community is diverse, and we're quites aware that within that diversity we need to respect that.  Sol we want to make sure everyone op on our campus, in our classrooms, are respected and first and foremost human beings and secondly as students.
because we are here to learn and learning takes a lot of dignity and I want to move into the third element and the third element would is respect.  So here we can look at integrity, dignity, I don't know whether I mentioned that, but I probably did and respects, to us it lays a foundation of a lot of the things that we deal with in inclusion, and then we move on to [indiscernible], if we respect each other, if everyone is treated with dignity, if everybody has pride then the question of accessible how about those who may want be able to access programs, to access our buildings, to use a lot of our facilities.  The question of equity happens because for a campus to be equitable we need to provide to those who may have certain disadvantages, we need to bring them to an equal level.  That is the idea of equality.  The idea of ensuring that they are part of our community and we bring them with respect.  We want to make sure that as integrated members who are respected, that all of them are coming and we want to ensure [indiscernible] and this goes truly also into our idea of the notion of ‑‑
>> Yes, building meaningful relationships.  And Nicky is going to talk about that.
>> Sure.  When we're saying about meaningful relations we're talking about all areas of campus life.  We're talking about the student organizations, the residence hall as well as in the classroom.  And the student are not included and have the opportunity to access the experience 2011 the feeling of inclusion is not going to be developed for the students or the campus.  So we're going to go into speaking more many detail about fostering inclusion on the campus and the role [Indiscernible.]  okay.  As a faculty member what I do in my class so to make sure that student start the first day of class and have make it crystal clear that everyone will be respected.
I want to make it truly clear that as long as we expect to contribute and debate or dialogue with respect.  Whichever view .1 might have regarding the outcome, I want to make sure that it's respectful.  If we disagree we disagree with respect.  And I believe it's important that we star from a foundation of the recipe of ‑‑ different lives of exposure to the facts and equally the facts that we may not know everything that we are talking about.  We may ask questions that others may not like [indiscernible].  And if we can accommodate everyone that means it comes one of the most important elements.  So my classroom is inclusive in that we get [indiscernible] and out to learn.  Second element that I find important is clear expectations to our student and to everybody, whoever they are.  Anybody who is coming to my classroom or the lecture.  It's the fact that our students may have different levels levels in terms of some of them might need studied aids.  That some of them might need different levels of assistance.  We have mentor and I want to make sure the mentors and whoever comes to teach the fact that they're just as important in our classroom as nip else.  So we're moving from there to look at the role of organization.  [indiscernible] and organization tons.  Important in ensuring that our students are  and in doing so we make sure that we create strategies for building inclusion and some of the strategies include community service where our students ‑‑ we feel importantly that it's the most critical dialogue.  And what do I mean by that?
>> Critical dialogue in that [indiscernible] because as inclusive members of our society we have to ‑‑ or we have something to contribute.  Even just being there is a contribution.  You don't need to say something but the enact you are there and the fact that you're trying your best is a contribution, and diverse experience, the fact that our students are there is how wholesome our society becomes and many build lifelong friendships.
we also want the make sure that the fact to provide opportunities for students to enrich the others.  Because in many cases people come from communities that they might have somebody probably in their family who are disabled.
maybe in their community, they're barely related to them.  This is an opportunity for us to build a more where everybody has the ability and that various abilities ‑‑ ability levels that we have are appreciated because this is with we are.
>> And service learning provides a unique opportunity for students to become embedded in their community, and then they are natural sports that are going to develop as part of that experience.  And so students getting involved in food banks, homeless shelters, and other service organizations in their community then create ties that students feel a part of that community and they have those resources and the valued relationship that many of us get when we volunteer and participate in learning such as that.
so it's a unique opportunity to help student and develop natural naturally.
>> I want to make sure ‑‑ this is Rebecca, I want to make sure you let me know when I should advance the slides, and also there is one question from one of the participants about who ‑‑ which department on campus is responsible to provide mentors in the classroom.
>> So as far as integrated studies we provide educational support coaches who provide that support in the classroom.  And so our coaches are students, ungraduate, graduate students.
we usually utilize sophomores and above so they have some stunt to experience the campus themselves, and we match students and coaches and they have the support in the classroom.  And then as the student develops natural supports in that environment then coaches will fado as the student develops confidence and natural support among their peers.
thank you for the question.
>> Just to add one of the things that I've noticed in my classroom is that usually the presence of mentors in my classroom is important initially [indiscernible].  Later on the student finds their feet and make friendships and they tend to hang out and tend to sit together and they talk a lot.  And in the field work that I have many choose to be belong with those that are not classroom.  So to me they're reaching out.  So we make sure they get there and develop a sense of confidence because believe me probably in the high school most of the students that we get here have not had the opportunity to be integrated.  So it's [indiscernible].
>> It and helps our students to see the role of the student.  How does a student on their first day of class become comfortable to say hello to the person next to them.  And you know, we all know technology as come upon us and even is on their phones so it make it more challenging for student to interact and learn to speak with one another and engage across difference.  So that coach kind of acts as a bridge and helps the student begin to ‑‑ how do I go about this.  Oh, I can ask them their name, where are you from why are you taking this class.  It's that beginning hello that is so hard and once that begins, the facilitation in the classroom helps.
>> It and really helps the integrated study student to see that their peers are experiencing anxiety and uneasiness well.
>> I'm going to move on, or is there another question?  Is there anything that needs characterization?  We've said a lot so probably someone might need clarification.  We are expecting that kind of exchange.  If not then we'll move on to the next slide.
>> I don't see any questions. 
>> Okay.  Our classes basically when we have our students together.  Sometimes in our community, we believe that we have opportunity to learn and enrich the others lives.  I can give an example where I have students go and do research and they do research on a project.  I'm really excited of always having them go out and do research for themselves.  Because they come with very fundamental [indiscernible].  I give you an example of where a student wanted to talk and so it's important to ask them about basic concepts.  And they were very excited because they cam back saying well when I talked to members of my community, it looked like they know a lots and I interviewed them.
the next level, talk to your friends.  So they came to me with their ‑‑ and they talk to their friends and I told them not necessarily people in our classroom, anybody, make sure that you talk to them, tell them I will go ahead like to interview them and ask questions, ask their names and present yourself.  So what I would like later on is that many of the students on campus [indiscernible].  And also the fact that these are members out to learn and do research in their community.  And the students themselves also learn and I believe the churches learn.  That hey we have this group of students who are out here to learn, and they want us and they're asking us if we know a particular thing [indiscernible].  Now, why didn't [indiscernible].  I think the confidence that they build not only with their community members, because in general, we would say that [indiscernible], that kind of insight, that's not [indiscernible].  And I always encourage them, look, you got to make sure that they understand once they are finished you go back to the community and talk to them.  So that kind of exchange is a vital in the sense that students not only learn, they also convey, educate, and make sure the experience is shared with others and others ought to share the experience with them.  It was an eye‑opening moment.  Because think about it, all your life or probably most of your life you've been ‑‑ [indiscernible].  But you realize that you're just as good or not as many people knew what you thought you knew.  So this step is the best moment where my student comes and says oh yeah.
>> And one of the really cool things that I've gotten to witness firsthand in his class that shared curiosity.  Many of our students have not had integrated K through 12 experiences so going into a classroom on a college campus and going from a different building for each class and just having the opportunity to ask questions and to think about things critically is something that many students have never experienced.  So I think it shows other students that this is a principle, that this is a wonderful opportunity to share an experience and share learning and that the questions that they may be scared to ask our students are sitting there asking them and they're all in this together and learn together.  So it's that shared learning community that really strengthens relationships.  And I'm not going to be over stating this when I say that to watch him do this is nothing short of mantle call, I don't want to be trite in saying that but to have a community of suspects edge gauged together it's astounding to watch.
>> so I should go to the next slide and I also want the let you know there's a question.  Victoria is from Brandon university in Manitoba cab it's Canada.  They partner with inclusion west mend to offer inclusionive post secondary education two years ago, very much in the infancy stage.  She's wondering if there's an advisory committee for inclusive post secondary education at your institution.
>> So we have an advisory group related to inclusion for the entire campus.  And so there is not one specific just to integrated study but it is one that advises the president and the entire campus around concerns related to inclusion and around building capacity for inclusion, equity and diversity.  So yes we do but it's campus wide and we're all involved in that process.  I hope that answers your question..
>> I'm just letting you know as well it's 1:25.
>> .
>> I have a student who joined a club after having gone out and done student research and when he came back the student told me that well, I think I would like this club and I want to be a member.  I asked the student how he came to learn of that club, he said well, [indiscernible] I'm talking about human rights and student told him that you know we have something like that.  [indiscernible].  I think all the things that you help each other ‑‑ so that kind of ‑‑ because in the moment during the time of that research, they came to talk to each other and they said, well this sounds similar to something that they would like.  So this moment probably paraded the student with a strong feeling of belonging and belonging to that particular club, ask the student was so bonded that I remember I was invited and actually I was invited .  So the point here is that students come to build lots of social contact, and this social contact is vitally important because now they are friend that is they went out and sought, met and have a lot of dignity and respect when they're together.  And they also have a [indiscernible].  They also build trust and with these normals and trust, this particular group [indiscernible] helping each other.  They extend it to other members of group.  So they want to bring others in, they want to bring others in and by trying to do so they enlarge the membership.  They positively inspire students to stay in school and they ensure that a lot of the students who are in school succeed just as the other students.  So the point here for me is that the opportunity that is provide through the program are integrative and a lot of the things we do to build society on campus and exposure that we grant through the the idea of mentor, because we make our classrooms conducive to learning for everybody and we make sure that we enforce that.  And there will students who build a lasting relationship.  Because I remember when I was in graduate school I made sure that some of the friends that we met the timists here that I kept in contact with them.  I felt very proud that these students enlarged their ties.
so I feel that it really [indiscernible].
>> And part of the group is everyone helping each other to sort and talk about things that are concerning them and issues they may be having on campus or maybe something personal.  And so everyone is there in a shared purpose of support and community and good will and trust.  And so for the student didn't feel that he was not become but was welcomed with open arms and he brought great insight and community capacity to this group.  So he was never seen as anything less than anyone else in that group and it became a strong foundational group that ‑‑ I mean, they supported each other when they had plays or come certs and they did things together or met for coffee or study groups to help them do well at final and if somebody got a job they all went and celebrated.  So it's some of those connections that build a community around you and help you to get thrones difficult moments and celebrates your accomplishments and achievements and it's very important to have that and have that with other peers.  So this is a significant natural support on our campus.
>> Any questions?  Anyone want the ask for clarification?
>> There is a question actually.  Stephanie from New York says that they provide families and school districts with support and navigating the transition from high school to post secondary options and also work with the New York state coalition on higher education.  Her question is what is the nature O training and support you provide to your peer mentors.
>> Great question.  So we provide a great deal of training.  We provide training before they begin and then ongoing training throughout their experience as an educational support coach.  A lot of the training is around having an understanding of diversity inclusion equity on the experiences of students with disabilities on our campus, also around inclusive post secondary education, and also about how build relationships.  Because we automatically think our coaches already know how to do this but as we go through training we find out they struggle with some of the similar concerns that our students do.  So during the training we're able the bolster their strategies for building relationship asks very often coach and students learn from one another about how to do those things.  So one of the things we teach of coaches is to be open to the enact you're not going to have all the answers.
what I need you to do is just be there, be open to engage with student, be there as a support, know what resources are out there, but also be aware you're going to learn from our students and they may have an easier time going to that first student organization meeting than you do and that's okay because you can learn from one other and that's a powerful experience.  So those are some of the things we train around, obviously things like confidentiality are important.  It's important that anything a student shares with them we know there's trust there.  Basic human decency and respect which the importance of valuing that and how we speak to one a.  The importance of getting to know a student and no just a label of disability but getting to know who they are as a person and what is important to them.  What is their family like, what are their friends.  Who have they had relationships with before and what does that look like and what are they hoping to do and what are their dreams.  Many offerer students have never been asked those questions, so it's that knowing and developing that sense of belonging and that's something we work on in the beginning and we continue to help build capacity in our coaches and students throughout that you are time together.  I hope that answered that.
>> Thanks, Jan. 
>> I think the idea or the general idea that's probably passed on to me is a lot of our mentors if they like my class, I encourage them to ask questions.  So I find that we sat first two or three weeks, they come to classes eventually, but for my case they tend to stay because some of the classes that I teach may be [indiscernible].  And they participate and want to ask questions P we had one student ask if they want to come to their class because they want ‑‑ [indiscernible].  So in as much as we have all the training provided by Jan, I also want the bring the human ask the student element to it that a lot of the mentors we want to learn, and most of them actually are interested this staying through the class and they come and sit through the class.  So that provision is there..
>> And that happens a lot with his class.  I can't say that with every class especially general bio but when the opportunity is there to continue and they see the students' enthusiasm for learning in the class many coaches will ask to remain just for their own personal growth is that is a wonderful thing that has come with this experience.
>>  the next thing that probably I want should go to is becoming more responsive expectations.  A lot of our students come to us with expectations, particularly those that are in integrated programs.  I had a student ask me, well, I want to learn about this and I don't know much about that.  Are you going to cover this issue?  And I said well yes, I can make provisions.  That is not a problem because [indiscernible] and these primary concern was the Vietnam war and the Vietnam war because I think in the family somebody , so I said yes we're going to have an opportunity.  So what I did was to make sure that in terms of my case studies I was, I introduced the study of the Vietnam war and we looked at the study of Vietnam.  And really at the end, the student expectation was not just something new ‑‑ was not to talk about the colonization of Vietnam, to sit in the particular issue or theme that she wanted to learn.  So the expectations that our student bring in many cases may be either the exposure to their or sometimes they want to talk politics, and if they do I'm going to tell them this issue may not be revel to my class.  However I will accommodate you.  I will accommodate you after class.  And I've done that.  So in many cases, the more I become responsive to the expectation, some of them have more lingering questions.  And it's expected.  It's very helpful.  So I make sure that I include a lot of what they wanted to learn if it's not mainstream or falling within the theme of discussion, thoughts side I make sure they come to my office and we talk about it.  And many of them feel really fulfilled.  Because now they can link the case study and it make a lot of sense, so to me I'm really happen that that is learning.
>> And I think that many of our students because they come from segregated K through 12 experiences the idea of questions and conversations around learning and critical thinking is not something that they're necessarily comfortable with.  And so when their eyes and their hearts and their may notes are opened up so the complex issue that face us all today, they are unsure sometimes how to articulate what they're thinking and how feeling about these things.  And sometimes that can be overwhelming and so it's quite unique to have faculty to respond to that and who are sensitive to that and are willing to beyond class time meets with students and go over those things and help them delve into their questions and areas and concerns more deeply so they don't feel apprehensive around asking questions and helping them to be intentional in their questions.  So it's a good experience but sometimes it can be very care E‑scary.  I know when I was a student it could be scary to ask questions and when you haven't had those life experience and the exposure to things then it's more challenging sometimes to kind of put that into word.  So faculty serve a very important role and a bridge to that learning and a bridge to those life experiences and giving context to them. 
>> We have about 20 minutes left so I'd love for people to hear about how you progress piece that you were talking about.
>> Are there questions though?
>> No question.
>> Thank you very much.
>> Thank you.
>> We think it's important that we have give polls to students and it helps reveal [indiscernible] their feelings and the perception of they have achieved.
>> I wanted to jump in here.  There's something that we do that's a little unique, and I think it's actually catching on so I'll share it.  Many of our students audit their courses  so when they're seeking permission to audit at the beginning of the semester they will engage the faculty around their learning objectives.  Why they want to take their particular course.  So they'll go to the professor and say I want to take your course because I want to learn this, this and this.  And I had a student at one point, it was two weeks left in the semester and he went to the faculty during officer hours and said I need to talk to you.  I'm a little concerned.  You haven't addressed my learning objective.  This one I think you've done an okay job with but there's still two remaining you haven't talked about and we only have two weeks left.  And the faculty spoke with the student a little more and then they called me and they were like, Jan, I don't know what to do here.
your student came to my office and they're saying I haven't responded to their learning objectives, what do I do?  And I said what do they suggest?  And I have a plan for my last two weeks, this isn't it.  And it said sounds like your plan is changing, so he was like yeah I guess it is.  So then the next class happened and hi called me back up and I said how did id go?  He goes I now have four pages of long lists of learning objectives from the entire class.  And I said how phenomenal is that.  Now you have some learning that they want to engage around.  And he was like what about my PowerPoints?  I said who cares?  I said you have student who are so engaged in your class that they want to learn additional things and imagine how they feel knowing you cared enough to ask them.  What else is there that you would like to learn so I might help you with that and your capital just went up to the roof top ofs and you've given value to those students.  And I think initially he didn't want to do it but once he engaged in that experience he was more likely to almost and more intentional throughout the semester to not just check in with our students but all students.  And I think this is one of those cases where something we were doing for own of you are students is something that's becomings used for all students.
>> So then there are year end things that we do when students go into community agencies to do service learning or internships where they have an opportunity to evaluate the agency that they were in, the support that they received, your supervisor and in turn the agency is able the evaluate their experience having an intern or a student doing service learning and this is a really valuable thing because it goes beyond just did they show up on time, were they dressed professionally.  It goes into how were they impacted by their service learning.  How did that internship and applying ideas in realtime impact their learning.  And it make a bridge between content that's being delivered in the classroom and then the application of those ideas working with individuals in fact community.  So these questionnaires and evaluations are critical to all students and they're given to all students who do service learn and internships.  And in fact many of our initiatives use learning contracts where they develop specific things they want to work on and competencies they want to gain, and this gives the agency something to frame experiences around and provide experiences around those capacity to help the student learn.  And so those questionnaires hen the students on so many levels beyond just the professionalism and communication and things we could typically see on an evaluation.  Any questions?  Okay, we're going to move on to the next slide. 
>> I think it's important that any questionnaire that has been sent out or data collected should be examined.  Basically [indiscernible] because helps determining the progress in terms of the achievement of a particular student or the general thinking of where the student where the start and to where they're at at the moment be determined.  And often what is realized is that our students learned a great deal just like any other student.  In fact the point I should make here is that our students are just like any other students that come here.  I don't see any difference between what is considered maybe regular students and integrate studies.  Many cases when they have to absent themselves from class, they let me know.  A lot of the regular admission students don't, I don't see them in the classroom.  But this student will tell me of their program almost the entire semester that I will not be here.  When I come back I want to bring you a doctor's note and I tell them you don't need to, I trust you.  So when I look at the sense of responsibility in the students, when I give them questions and have them write, and important because a lot of my students who have written papers I sent them to the writing center.  And here it is something that is of vital significance.  A lot of regular admission students go to the writing center.  So there is that commonality and to me when they go there I tend to ask who did you talk to?  How was your experience with them?  When I have talk to those at the writing center, I find that they're just as committed.  So I am fully convinced that when I ‑‑ whatever data set I get that its reflects the degree of success of students of.  And to some of our colleagues they that I talk to, yes, some of them have need to learn from the other and that is normal but to me I tend to think that our students when I look at the data set you be formally and formally they have lot measuring how far they have achieved.
>> And sometimes it is useful to think of other ways to ask about a student's experience in a class or in an internship.  Sometimes a written questionnaire is not necessary going to get at the heart of learning and the experience.  When I taught a class disability studier there have a lot of of critical thinking in the class and a lot of conversation and dialogue so I didn't to take up a questionnaire about whether or not my content was good because it was mostly their thinking that they delivered so much of the discussion we had was around their preparation for discusses and how they felt in the learning environment more so than how I taught or didn't teach.  And a lot about how and they learned from one another.  And I think some of those things are aspects of the learning experience that we forget to ask about and things that we take for granted.  We expect all our students to be able to articulates and respond to questionnaires so we don't sit down and have a face‑to‑face conversation, and I think what was valuable in that previous story that I shared with you was the fact that the faculty went into his classroom and I said I ums that you all have things that you wanted to learn in my class and I want to make sure that I've accomplished that.  And by putting out that paper that signified to the students that that was something that meant something to him.  That he wanted to make sure they learned what they wanted to learn and by doing that I think that sent a strong message and it really speaks to that kind of evaluation of that are learning experience.  So I think it's very important.  And one of the other things that is also important in measuring progress is for us to talk to our faculty about their experiences.  If ever us and for faculty at Millersville it have a daunting thing to think about, students with disabilities in my classroom.  What are you talking about?  And little did they know they already had students with disabilities in their classroom and they had been teaching them just fine.  I think they didn't know what to expect, the up known, and many did not have experience with students intellectual disabilities, so they were, how do I communicate and ‑‑ they don't know what other students know and I'm like you won't know what somebody knows until you know, until you engage and begin to teach.  And it's just like that with any other student in your classroom.  So you should engage in getting to know the student and know the students in your classroom and if you're not sure, ask them.  They can tell you what they know and don't know, they can speak to their experiences.
so I think one of the greatest things is he gets to know his students.  He gets to know who they are as individuals and he gets to know them as a classroom community that is welcoming of all voices so that is an important takeaway that I hope you all got from listening in today.  Questions? 
>> There are a couple questions, and I want you to know we're about ten minutes left.  So Amanda is asking how some of these are related to what angel is talking about, so how DOW outreach to community agencies and internship placements so facilitate those social employment opportunities.
>> So we have a career off that works on those internships is that's another role that we've engaged faculties around.  Because many times faculty who are teaching in specific area of interest will have a network of individual in the community and agencies and opportunities for students in the community and so they often will bridge that connection for us and often will reach out and make connections for students for possible internship experience.  So I can truly say it's a campus community practice and we all engage around it.  Sometimes I'll know somebody in another office, maybe admissions or registrar's off who in another life they did this or that and they have a connection, so it's about knowing the campus community and also encouraging your students to reach out beyond the obvious and ask others.
>> .  Thank you.  Victoria is asking if you might be willing the share the questions that you have op those questionnaires.
>> Absolutely.
>> So should she just contact you?
>> Yes.  And that information will be on the PowerPoint.  Another attendee says I love the learning on the is associated with auditing a course.  Are there limitations regarding full time student status and saucing.  Do courses taken in audit apply to the courses required to achieve full‑time status.
>> Our students will audit four classes every semester.  They are considered nondegree seeking students and as part of that through the lifetime of their time at Millersville they are able to take up to four courses for a grade and actual credit.  And they are permitted too that.  Some students do that, some students never do that.  They receive credit hours and they will take as many credit hours as anyone else.  They will do so in audit and at the end there's an evaluation that's done by faculty and they engage with the students in how that has been so that helps us to know what are continued areas to build capacity in their future courses and how we can support things like tutoring, the writing center, learning services if there's accommodations that might have been helpful one semester.  So there's a lot to it.  But yes student can take up to four classes for a grade and that would go towards if they wanted to transition to a regular degree and demonstrating academic pro‑efficiency.
>> But our office has defined being registered for 12 credits to be considered full‑time.  So even though they are auditing for 12 credits yes they are full‑time and they have all the rights that are given to any other student on this campus.
>> And they take all the exams.
>> And have to do all the homework.
>> They do all the homework, everything that a regular admitted student does.  They do that.
>> Very good, thank you. 
>> The last question that I have here is from Amanda.  Also about learning objectives.  Are the learning objectives is that the students create found within the course syllabus or how do they come up with them?  I'm assuming this be related to what is already covered in the course.
>> No, absolutely not.  Completely organic.  Because they tonight have the syllabus when this are seeking audit.  They look at the description O course and they go to the professor before the semester ‑‑ this is done during the previous semester prior to when the course is being taught so they have no idea what that syllabus is going to look like.  So it's a way to help discern what the facilitation of faculty whether or not this is the course that the student thinks it is and if it's possible the learning objectives will be mets and if not many times the faculty will say no but this course will teach you that and will help to advise them hey I'm not going to teach you that but you can take this scattered showers instead and helping them to get to the course that will help them to develop their learning objectives and meet them.  And it's a great way to build mentoring relationships with faculty because they have that initial meeting prior to the beginning of the new semester so when the first day comes, the professor already knows the student, the student already knows the conversation and they have had engagement around their learning and there's some relationship already being built. 
>> I'll let you know if any of those people come back with more questions.  We're down to about five minutes so shall we ‑‑
>> So when students are valued and included, are there relationships, there's independence, there's opportunities.
& community, and confidence.  And students have deeps come true.  And it's amazing thing that we're all doing, and we're honored to have been part of your day today as part of this webinar.
>> Thank you very much for having us.
>> We did get another question.
>> Amanda is asking if the education supports ‑‑ coaches help with that, which I'm assuming you mean the writing the objectives and asking questions about the classes.
>> No, actually they do those on their own and very often they will come in and ask other peers.  They will rarely use their educational support coaches for that.  They'll go to their classmates and say hare I'm thinking of take thing course, what's been your experience, and the student will be okay, I have to think up some learning objectives.  So they'll talk to their peers which is kind of cool.
>> Very good.  I'm just going to advance to this last sly.  You see the contact in fact for all of our presenters today.  And in anyone has other questions please continue ‑‑ we just did get another question.  The course work sounds rigorous.  Is there a typical reading level that student in the program need to succeed.
>> So that's a great question.  And so I've had students that were unable to read for various reasons and we have students with varying levels of ability to read and that goes for all our institutes on campus.  So what we try to do is assess where their reading level is and there there's another way the get the content, some students will read to audible textbooks, some students will get a reader.  Some students will engage with faculty through comprehension of material.  The courses are rigorous.  We start the bar high because we don't want to start it down low because if we do very often they won't thief there or it will be below so we start everybody else up high and as we go assignment to assignment if there needs to be a modification that's something the student advocates for with the faculty.
>> Very good.  We did get another request and if you don't mind, to all of our attendees we are grateful that you're here.  If you have a couple minutes to just seconds really to take this quick evaluation, this poll about today's webinar it helps us to inform future webinar planning.  And while people are doing that it been other question we juster got is how do you assess students reading and comprehension levels.
>> So when students arrive we have collected IEPs from many of them and we tent to do that through placement test the same placement test we give Oregon student to determine where they are in terms of their current level of reading and/or math and comprehension and things like that and that helps us inform what other additional support they need in building that capacity. 
>> I don't have any questions.
>> Thanks for having us today.  We really appreciate it.
>> We are very grateful for your time.  Again this webinar was recorded and there was a transcript created, and those materials will be available on the website probably about the end of the day or tomorrow morning.  And look forward to maybe some other materials coming from this group and other on a similar topic.  Everybody is saying thank you very much and I echo their thanks, we appreciate your time today.  We'll see you again soon.

